P3510 PHIA SAU CUOC CHIEN (VIETNAM, 1990)
(Other titles: At the rear of the combat; Behind the war; On the back side of war)

**Credits:** director, Huy Thanh; writer, Vo Duy Linh.

**Cast:** Don Duong, Tuyet Ngan, Diem My.

**Summary:** War film set in Vietnam in the 1970s. Tran Minh and his wife Phuong are a North Vietnamese couple separated by the war. Minh is sent south on an undercover mission. Meanwhile Phoung joins a song and dance troupe, in the hope of following her husband south but she is wounded, loses a leg, and is sent home to take care of her daughter. In the south, Minh has an affair with Diem Hoa a woman secret agent, but he is arrested and executed. After the liberation, Phuong and Diem meet at Minh’s grave and console one another.
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